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Time Point established in 1996  

specialise in providing biometric  

workforce management solutions to the  

retail,hospitality and service sectors.

Today,over 2,500 customers use our  

award-winningTime Pointworkforce  

management system. We have  

accumulated a wealthof experience  

over the past 25 years,delivering system 

editions which meet the precise needs  

thatcompanies require,to manage

theirworkforce.We create a  

partnership with all our customers

to ensure thatwe can continuously  

meet their needs.We are passionate  

thateach of our customers will get a real  

return on their investment.

These savings are delivered through  

reduced wage costs,lower  

administration times, streamlined 

procedures and a contribution that  

further increases workforce efficiency  

within the business.

By working withTime Point,you’re  

guaranteed to further increase your  

workforce productivity!

More than 
300,000 people
in 5 countries  
clock in and 
out for shifts 
and breaks 
using our 

Time Point 
biometric 
systems

OurHistory

SMART WORKFORCE SOLUTIONS

2,500 Customers 300,000+ Employees 25 Years’ Experience 5 Countries 30+ Partners 10+ Clocks



Workforce Management Solutions made EASY!

SMART
Clocking Solutions

We have a comprehensive range of clocking options for the way you work today.All designed to provide a 

range of solutions that willmeet the needs of your entirebusiness.

Intuitive and easy to use,Time Point employee clocking solutions, provide proven biometrics, contactless 

proxy cards readers and secure log in options that work on a range of clocking terminals.

Connect your entire business, with a range of powerful performance reports and dashboards all in real-time 

and accessible from anywhere. We pride ourselves in creating an end-to-end transformation of how a 

business works.

Connect and Manage 
Your Employees’ 
Attendance 
Anywhere, Anytime

EMPOWER
Empower your employees 

with one integrated system 

for HR and workforce 

management

SMARTClocking Solutions

PROTECT
Protect your employees and 

your company by ensuring all 

policies and procedures are 

adhered to

REDUCE
Reduce admin time and staff 

costs through increased 

efficiencies with real-time 

workforce analytics
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With the verification of over one million faces around the world theTP-5 terminal has become one of the 

most accurate face recognition terminals, suitable for various environment and conditions.TheTP-5 has 

a dual camera technology that enables IR and visual face recognition with a unique deep learning 

algorithm to achieve high accuracy and to identify fake faces by photos or images. It adapts to various 

conditions and employee heights to detect the users regardless of makeup, hairstyles, facial hair or 

expressions, glasses, head wearor facemasks.

Dual Camera for Live Face 
Detection

SmartLED light-based motion detection and

auto-adjust to the lighting environment. Dual infrared 

and visible light HD cameras achieve an accurate and 

quick identification with live face verification.

TP-5 Biometric Facial  
Clock Terminal

Ultra-wide viewing angle (5-inch) IPS HD  

LCD screen gives users the best interactive 

experience

The all-in-one waterproof design can adapt  

to outdoor and indoor environment  

applications

Ultra-slim design with zinc alloy

shell

Each clocking transaction records the 

employees’start,end and/or break time  

and date

SMARTClocking Solutions
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TheTP-5T is a newAI-based facial recognition terminal with InfraredThermalTemperature Detection & 

equipped with a dual-core Linux-based CPU and the latest BioNANO deep learning algorithm. The 

device supports up to 50,000 facial templates, and can authenticate users in less than 0.3 seconds. One 

of the most accurate face recognition terminals, suitable for various environments and conditions.

Fast, accurate and safe recording
of employees' time & attendance

Temperature screening with thermographic technolo-

gy (32 x 32 pixels) that is more accurate than standard

thermopile technology (single-point).

With the verification of over one million faces around 

the world,theTP-5Thas become one of the most  

accurate facial recognition terminals. The accuracy of 

the facial and thermal authentication isn’taffectedby 

makeup, hairstyles, facial hair, expressions, glasses, 

head wearor face masks.

TP-5T Biometric Thermal  
Facial Clock

New AI deep learning architecture and  

infrared technology with live detection.

Facial recognition, RFID cards/Tags,PIN  

codes/passwords for flexibility and ease  

of use.

Each clocking transaction records the 

employees’start,end and/or break time  

and date

5-inch screen with ultra-wide viewing  

angle (178 degrees)

Infrared and visible lightdual HD cameras  

to achieve accurate and quick  

identification and live face verification

SMARTClocking Solutions
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An employee self-service app that lets you work from anywhere. For example, if an employee wants to 

swap a shift or request time off, they can simply do so from within the app, without having to ask a 

manager to coordinate the process. Our time clock feature allows workers to clock-in from any device, 

but you can control where they’reallowed to clock in from.

Employees can clock from 
any location, at any time

Track the locations of all employeeclockings.

Ability to apply geo-fencing to limit the locations where 

employees can clock from.

TP Employee Self-Service 
Clocking App

The Time Point app can be downloaded  

to Android or iOS SmartPhones.

Employees clock in using their secure  

username and password

All shift and break start and end times

are recorded and instantly updated to

Time Point Cloud

Connectwith your entire workforce,send  

push notifications and approve requests 

online

Employees can view their rosters,check  

their hours and send holiday absence  

requests

SMARTClocking Solutions
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Time Point’s desktop clocking system enables employees to easily and securely manage their time and 

attendance directly from their computers. Now, employees can take control of their own time, while 

companies can rest assured that data is more accurate than ever. The system can be programmed 

according to your companies specific needs, and is capable of showing the employee information such 

as upcoming schedules, accrued holidays, holiday entitlements and attendance records.

Log on from any PC or Laptop 
Anywhere, at any time

All clockings automatically update the centralised 

timesheet,where employees' hours, absences, and 

overtime are calculated for you.

Our desktop clocking solution allows you to prepare 

your payroll dataquickly and easily.Basic and  

overtime hours are calculated automatically,while late  

starts,early finishes,roundings and grace periods can  

all be built into shift rules to suit your working  

patterns.

TP Desktop 
Clocking Solution

Enable employees to securely access  

Time Point Cloud from their workstation,  

remotely or in their place of work

Staffmembers can simply log in and  

record their start and finish times

Optional location tracking to ensure staff  

members are where they are scheduled  

to attend work every day

View company messages,updates,  

holiday balances and submit requests  

online

SMARTClocking Solutions
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Time Point’s tablet clocking system is an effective way for management to track employees' time and 

attendance.By usingTime Point’s tablet clocking app staff members can easily clock in and out using a 

secure pin code.

Reliable time and attendance
system that captures attendance

Clocking in takes just a few seconds per

employee, and unlike other software that runs exclu-

sively on employee mobile phones, there is less room

for unfortunate incidents that hinder employees from

logging their attendance, such as losing their personal

mobile device.

TP Tablet Clock  
Clocking App

Staffmembers can simply enter their  

secure pin and Time PointCloud  

records their start and finish times

Verification takes less than a second.A  

beep and green or red lightconfirms  

acceptance or rejection

Each clocking action records the employees’  

time and the date in real-time

SMARTClocking Solutions
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Perfect for small or large organisations. Advanced optical fingerprint sensor for fast and accurate 

registration. The TP Biometric Fingerprint Clock is a high performance time and attendance terminal 

equipped with highly efficient dual-core 1G processor. It has a new generation optical advanced 

fingerprint sensor for higher performance fingerprint comparison in less than 0.5s.The friendly GUI and

2.4 inchesTFTLCD makes it easy to use.

High Performance Fingerprint 
& RFID Clocking Device

A popular and easy to use clocking solution, utilised 

by plenty of companies for fast and effective clocking.

Gain insights towards cost-effective scheduling. 

Eliminatebuddy punching when employees clock in  

or out with a fingerprint scan using advanced  

biometric time clock technology.

TP Biometric 
Fingerprint Clock

Identification modes: Fingerprint,

Password, Card

Employees clock in and out for shifts and 

breaks using their assigned code

Identification takes approximately 2/3 

seconds with a message displayed to  

confirm acceptance or rejection of  

the transaction

Every employee clocking event is recorded  

by time and date and processed in real-time

SMARTClocking Solutions
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Time Point Ireland

1st Floor VFI Court,  
Castleside Dr,Rathfarnham,  
Dublin 14

+353 1406 7610

sales@timepoint.ie 

www.timepoint.ie

Time Point UK

Davidson House,
Forbury Square, Reading,  
RG1 3EU

+44 1189001212

sales@timepoint.co.uk 

www.timepoint.co.uk
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